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   Grammar Tenses 
 

Track 8

Intro 
Uh, yeah, yo, grammar tenses 
Grammar tenses 
What you know about that? Ha  
What you know about that?  
Future, past, and present  
Uh, yeah, yeah, yeah 
Come on, let's go 
 
Verse 1 
Now let's start  
with the simple present  
It's the base of the basic tenses  
Actions that happen now 
For example  
"I watch", "I rent", "I bow"  
Now an action that came and went is  
If we use the same sentences  
"I watched", "I rented", "I bowed"  
Are all past tenses now 
And the future is sure enough 
We know it’s gonna happen  
So we must say  
"Will watch", "will bow", "will rent"  
This is how we use the future tense  
And when the action is in progress  
Just add a little "I" "S" 
"Is watching", "is renting”, uh 
It's the present continuous, hey! 
 
Chorus 
We know the time (time) 
The space (space)  
When the situation takes place  
It's in the grammar (grammar) 
Grammar (grammar)  
Grammar (grammar), grammar 
We know the time (time) 
The space (space) 
When the situation takes place 
It's in the grammar (grammar) 
Grammar (grammar) 
Grammar (grammar) 
Grammar tenses 

 
Verse 2 
And now it seems that the next six 
Mix up the grammar with a nice twist 
Kinda tricky  
The perfect tense tends to be  
It shows an action already complete 
"I have watched"  
The present perfect tense 
The past says "had watched" instead 
We know that  
It happened some time ago 
When the future  
"Will have watched" and so  
Lastly perfect progressive forms 
Present, or past, and future of course 
Similar to the perfect, uh 
Easy to confuse  
When you think you've heard it 
"We have been renting"  
In the present 
"We had been renting"  
Is a past sentence 
"We will be renting"  
In the future 
These are  
Perfect progressive tenses 
 
Repeat Chorus  
 
Verse 3 
Uh, then you'll find a past one when 
A point in time  
When the actions happened 
"Were watching", "were renting" 
"Were bowing"  
Now, we're progressing 
On to an action in a time to be  
In the future is a tense we need  
"Will be watching", "will be bowing" 
Like the end of the show, you see  
 
Repeat Chorus  

 
 


